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We report on slow-positron measurements of atomic defect distribution near a solid surface. Defects are
produced by argon-ion 0bombardment of an Al(110) surface in ultrahigh 0 vacuum, Defect profiles have a
typical width of 15—25 A and contain a broader tail extending to 50-100 A. The defect density at the outermost atomic layers saturates at high argon fluences to a few atomic percent, depending on sputtering condi1 keV Ar
energies is typically 1—5 vacancy-interstitial pairs per incident
tions. Defect production rate at
ion. Molecular-dynamics simulations of the collision cascade predict similar defect distributions.

)

Low-energy ion bombardment of solid surfaces is extensively used for sample preparation and modification in surWhile the yield and distribuface science and technology.
tion of sputtered atoms and ions have been widely studied,
and implantation profiles of the projectile atoms can be measured, little is known about production and distribution of
point defects and their agglomerates after low-energy partiDefects have a major effect on nearcle irradiation.
surface material properties, and their annealing after irradiation is often prerequisite for surface science experiments.
We have developed an experimental method to obtain
quantitative information on the distribution of defects near
we demona solid surface. In this Rapid Communication
strate it to measure defect profiles in aluminum
after
under various conditions.
argon-ion bombardment
The
of a thermalmethod is based on detecting the probability
ized positron to diffuse back to the surface, as a function of
the positron implantation energy E. The positron mobility is
affected6 by lattice defects, which can trap a freely diffusing
vs E curves is
positron, thus reducing J. The shape of
analyzed to yield spatial distribution of the vacancy-type defects, which are capable to trap positrons.
characteristics of positrons inside
Also the annihilation
as demonthe sample are affected by ion bombardment,
strated by Triftshauser and Kogel in He-irradiated nickel

J

electron diffraction and retarding field
low-energy
Auger-electron spectroscopy measurements.
A characteristic low-energy electron-diffraction
pattern was found and
Auger-electron spectroscopy showed & 1% of a monolayer
C and trace 0 contamination. The pressure throughout the
experiments was & 20 nPa. Ar+ sputtering was performed
with
10 p, A/cm ion current in the energy range 0.1-3
keV and incident angle 8 from 0' (normal) to 75'. After
each sputtering J(E) was measured.
From the measured back diffusion probability J(E) we
calculate the quantity'4
with

—

K (E) = 1 —Jdcf(E)/Jb„w,

(E),

and Jdef are results from samples before
and after sputtering,
Thus
respectively.
K (0 K 1) is a measure of the relative fraction of positrons trapped by lattice defects. Figure 1 shows examples of
K vs E curves after bombarding with various Ar+ energies
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The experimental facility is a variable-energy (E =0 to 30
keV) positron beams with a base pressure of 3 nPa.
Monoenergetic positrons (2X10 sec ', SE + 4 eV) strike
the solid target and rapidly thermalize with a fairly wellknown implantation profile P(z, E), h6aving a shape close
A subsequent difto a derivative of a Gaussian function.
fusive motion of the positron results in (i) positron annihilation from the delocalized (freely diffusing) state, (ii) trapping and annihilation at a defect site inside the sample, and
A
(iii) diffusion back to the surface with a probability J. 'o
variety of processes take place upon the positron returning
to the surface, e.g. , formation and emission of an orthopositronium (o-Ps) atom. 'o Since o-Ps can only annihilate via
3y emission (contrary to all other positron states, which
disintegrate by 2y emission6), J can be readily obtained by
measuring the 3y/2y ratio with a Ge detector.
The Al(110) sample'3 was prepared in a conventional
way, which included a heating up to 800 K and (at later
stages) sputtering with low-energy Ar+. It was analyzed
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FIG. 1. Experimental positron trapping fractions K as a function
of the positron implantation energy E in Al(110) single crystal after
argon-ion bombardment.
The Ar+ fluence was —10 cm
and
-

the incident angle 8=75'. Ion energies are indicated in the figure.
The solid lines are best fits to the positron diffusion-annihilation
equation in the presence of a spatial defect distribution.
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at an incident angle 8=75'. The curves have been measured under conditions (Ar+ fluence & 5 & 10ts cm z),
where the trapping fraction K (E) becomes independent of
the Ar+ fluence. Obviously this corresponds to a dynamic
where the yield of sputtered atoms and the net
equilibrium,
defects are equal.
production rate of the irradiation-induced
The trapping fraction K in Fig. 1 increases strongly at low E
and approaches a constant level at E
1 keV. This value
of K corresponds to high-energy positrons, which are implanted far beyond" the defected overlayer. Consequently,
they have an overall (independent of E) probability to diffuse through the damaged region to the surface. Thus the
value of K at E & 1 keV is a rough measure of the total
number of defects, '6 while the shape of K vs E contains information on the shape of the defect distribution.
To obtain detailed knowledge on defect profiles we have
fitted the K(E) data to solutions of the quasistationary'
diffusion-annihilation
equation for the positron density
n (z, E):
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(2)
Here, D+ (=0.5 cm'/sec) is the positron diffusion coefficient, Xs (=6 nsec ) annihilation rate of a free positron, p,
the specific trapping rate into defects, s and c (z) the defect
concentration profile. We have solved's Eq. (2) by iteration: The profile c(z) is first guessed and n (z, E) is calculated numerically.
Since J(E) is proportional to the positron diffusion current emerging from the surface

J(E) = —D+&n(0, E) I,
I

properly normalized values of K(E) can be obtained from
Eq. (1). Finally, c(z) is varied until best fit to the data is
found. The profiles were parametrized in terms of a Gaussian function followed by an exponential tail. The fits to the
experimental data are shown as solid lines in Fig. 1, and
they have typical p values ranging from 0.9 to 1.2.
The fitted K vs E curves are' rather independent of the
in the fitting
parameters
e.g. , coefficients
procedure,

describing the implantation profile P(z, E). By virtue of its
definition [Eq. (1)), K is also rather insensitive to the uncertainties in measuring J(E) from the 3y/2y ratio (o-Ps
The resulting profiles c(z) typically contain a
fraction).
narrow (
15 A) peak near the surface followed by a
broader shoulder extending down to 50-100 A.
Figure 2 shows the total number of defects per unit area
and the mean depth of defects for samples sputtered at
room temperature with a high Ar+ fluence of varying energy with incident angles of 8=45' and 75'. We chose the
specific trapping rate in Eq. (2) to be p, =5X10'4 sec
which is the value found for monovacancies in Al. Because
vacancies in aluminum can migrate freely at room temperature, ' the defects expected to trap positrons are small twoand three-dimensional
vacancy clusters and vacancy-argon
Since p, is expected to be proportional to the
complexes.
number of vacancies in a small cluster,
our choice of p, is
therefore a measure of the total number of vacancies associated with the sputtering-damage
cascades.
The total number of defects per unit area depicted in Fig.
2 depends strongly on the sputtering energy and angle,
whereas the mean depth of defects, (z), has a much weaker dependence on sputtering conditions. The integrated defect density in Fig. 2 increases linearly with Ar+ energy, in
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FIG. 2. Experimental (circles) and simulated (squares) characteristics of defect profiles in argon-bombarded Al(110) as a function
of the Ar+ energy at two different incident angles. The integral of
the defect distribution (defects per unit area) and the mean depth of
the profile (z) are shown. The integrals of the simulated vacancy
profiles are scaled by a constant factor.

'
agreement with the classical model of Kinchin and Pease.
Defect production is negligible below Ar+-ion energies of
around 150 eV. Values of the total number of defects (per
unit area) typically correspond to about one empty atomic
layer, while the local defect concentration in the outermost
layers is of the order of a few atomic percent. The latter
value is characteristic for the density of vacancy-type defects
in amorphous metals. '
To gain more insight into the generation of atomic defects
we have simulated
low-energy
during
the
sputtering,
comsputtering damage with full-scale molecular-dynamics
puter calculations. 's The substrate was a (110) film of 70
layers of Al atoms interacting via (Morse) pair potentials.
The parameters of the potential were chosen to give a
correct (bulk) cohesion energy, compressibility and lattice
constant. Periodic lateral boundary conditions were imposed
on the basic computational unit cell containing 1400 atoms.
The sputtering particle (Ar+) with a chosen energy and incident angle was allowed to strike the surface. The Ar-Al
potential was of the Moliere form.
The trajectories of the
projectile and substrate atoms were calculated in discrete
time steps (At
10 ts sec). To allow for electronic slowing
down, friction terms of the form dE/dz = —k;E s were introduced into the equations of motion of the atoms, i.e. ,
electronic slowing down proportional to ion velocities'5 was
assumed. Values for k; were adapted from a recent calculation both for Ar and Al ions moving in metallic Al. The
simulation continued until all the atoms had slowed down

=

NEAR-SURFACE DEFECT PROFILING WITH SLOW.
below the displacement threshold of about 10 eV. To account for short-term recovery, a recombination radius of 4
A for vacancy-interstitial
pairs was assumed in analyzing the
All other vacancies were included in
damage distribution.
counting the defect profiles for various sputtering conditions. The resulting integral and mean depth (z) of the calculated profiles are shown for some cases in Fig. 2.
(squares). The agreement with the experimental data is
good, although the calculated profiles tend to be shallower
at very low Ar+ energies and high-incident angles.
Figure 3 shows a typical profile c (z), determined both experimentally and theoretically, which corresponds to an Ar+
energy of 400 eV and incident angle of 8= 25'. The simulated vacancy profile has a pronounced peak at the outermost layers with a tail extending to 100 A. The shape of
the simulated profile is in satisfactory agreement with the
The simulated interdeduced distribution.
experimentally
stitial atom profiles (not shown) have a relatively lower
peak near the surface. The calculated sputtering yield is 0.8
atoms/Ar, which is also in good agreement with the measured low-energy yields. '
The simulated defect production rate (400 eV, 25') is
about six vacancy-interstitial
pairs per each Ar+ ion. The
simulated vacancy profile results from a single Ar+ ion,
whereas the experiments are done at an equilibrium state4
( 10" Ar+/cm'), where the defect profile is independent
of the Ar+ fluence. Therefore the integrals of the profiles
in Figs. 2 and 3 cannot be directly compared to the experiments. Consequently, we have used a constant scaling factor for the simulated defect densities in Fig. 2. We have
also performed measurements
with use of lower Ar+ fluences. The defect production rate during 750 eV argon
at 8= 45' was estimated to be around three
sputtering
vacancy-type defects per incident ion. Comparison of these
results with the computations allows us to get a rough idea
of the long-term recombination probability, which obviously
is responsible for the smaller areas of the experimentally de-
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FIG. 3. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated defect profiles in
Ar+ -sputtered Al(110). The experimental Ar fluences ( —10
cm ) correspond to a regime of dynamic equilibrium, where the
The simulations are performed
profiles are fluence independent.
with 100 incident Ar+ ions, Each bar in the graph includes two lattice planes.
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duced defect profiles.
In conclusion, we have for the first time obtained quantitative information on atomic-scale defect distribution near a
single-crystal surface. An Al(110) surface sputtered with
low-energy argon ions contains up to a few atomic percent
vacant lattice sites at the outermost layers, and the defect
distribution extends down to 50-100 A. The method utilizing the unique properties of slow positron beams can be extended to analyze similar problems associated, e.g. , with interfacial disorder, overlayer structures, and defects in multilayer components. Such work is currently in progress.
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